HEY YOU,
SEEKING FOR A NEW FAMILY?
HERE IT IS,
Job opportunity as a technical drawer.
whAt we need
Currently we are looking for a technical drawer to be part of our Hasselt design team. You will be responsible for the
technical drawings and quantity surveys of our design projects. You will work together with our project management
and design team. Experience in the world of interior design and build is a superplus.

about uS
Creneau International is a Belgian concept and design consultancy with more than 25 years of experience in
creating and delivering highly reputable projects worldwide. Creneau International has offices in Hasselt and Dubai.
The total team of Creneau International exists of 60 team members.
We transform our client’s brand values and mission statements into a total design concept. Our creativity incorporates trendsetting ideas and no-nonsense functionality. Through our design concepts, including interior design,
brand image and graphic creations we make our clients reach for the stars. We offer comprehensive support in the
development and implementation of concepts worldwide.

yOU oh yOU,
have a degree in technical drawing, interior design, product design or you can show relevant experience.
are able and have experience in setting up quantity surveys.
are in touch or have experience in the world of joinery.
have an unhealthy interest in the world of interior design and architecture.
adress your projects with more precision than a surgeon.
have knowledge in production techniques and building materials.
come with smart solutions we have never thought of.
are aware of the technical side of the design process.
can assist our designers in creating feasible projects.
are pro-active and can take initiative.
are a team player.
can handle stress and are a pro in organizing.
radiate more positivity than the sun.
Knowledge of AutoCad and Vector Works.
Knowledge of Dutch and English is a must, French would be great.

Interested?
Please send your CV and portfolio to jobs@creneau.com
Surprise us, excite us, maybe even shock us.. but keep it stylish

www.creneau.com
facebook.com/creneauint

